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About This Game

Just got back from Pax East 2018. With 1000+ people playing it they found some "bugs" which we call features. We will be
addressing them and uploading a patch by end of the week. Thanks for playing MiniBotz, we appreciate your support and

understanding as we build our first game.

Players take control of Robots loaded to the gears with weapons and bad attitudes. In their struggle for dominance, these robots
fight one another or hordes of cockroaches, CandyCubz, and BoomCubez for control of the map. These little Botz, however, are
fighting in ridiculous environments. From kitchen tables to dirty bathrooms the MiniBotz will stop at nothing to reign supreme.

Gameplay Features:

* Choose from 5 unique characters
* Unique specialized character abilities

* Collectable combat power-ups
* Dynamic 3D environments

* Multiple levels for a variety of combat situations
* Single Player "Survival Mode"

* Local multiplayer mode
* Network multiplayer (Coming Soon)

* High replay factor with a fresh game design approach
* Original sound and music score produced in-house
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Title: MiniBotz
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Spydersoft
Publisher:
Angry Skull Studios
Release Date: 24 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7, 8, 10

Processor: i3-4130 Processor 3.40 GHz 2 Core

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Microsoft DirectX 11 graphics device

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Must have DirectX 11. Will not work with DirectX 10 or less.

English
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Great LAN party game, great mechanics!. Personally this game is a blast.

Pros:
*great characters that handle and play diffrently
*stages are colorful
*not complex of a fighting system
*controller support
*local multiplayer
*8 player battles

Cons:
*bits of lag
*not all characters are recognizable
*voice acting for some characters need improvement
*no online (yet)

Overall i enjoy this game, it may not be for all and it is still a work in progress but i feel like this is a game you should pick up..
For anyone who can't play, here's how to fix it.

1. Copy Steam.dll
2. Get to Zuma Deluxe's files
3. Paste Steam.dll
4. Start the game
5. ENJOY!!!!!!!!. Sparkle 3 is a game about nomming up pellets and other floaty creatures to get bigger and better at gobbling
them up.. - The performance is good. Steady frame rate. No crash or game-breaking bug.
- Fun twin-stick shooter. Good firefighting games are rare and this game does admirable job.
- 360 controller works great.
- There are 2 major flaws.

First, the game doesn't do a very good job of explaining its mechanics. It doesn't tell you which item does what. It also doesn't
tell you how to get the upgrade shop to appear in the beginning of the next run. You will need help from Google.

Second, weird design choice. You have limited time, which can be added by rescuing people, and the clock doesn't reset when
you start a new floor. When the time is up, the Grim Reaper will come after you. If he touches you, you die. And if you die by
his scythe, you don't get the upgrade shop in the next run. So, if you think you can't make it to the next floor in time, you'd
better walk into the fire and kill yourself. After all your heroic deeds of rescuing people and cats, you should commit suicide.
Weird, huh?

In conclusion:
Despite its flaws, the game is solid. Recommend on sale.. R U S S I A. Epic puzzle game, have unique way.
Hard to understand and master, challenging game but it addictive also.
Game has high quality soundtracks.. Amusing atmospheric, and just in general relaxing. I'm not sure if I'd pay the full five for it
(forget what the sale was when I picked it up) but when it's on sale if you're looking for a more chill out game with simple game
pad ready controls it's worth it. Could use a touch more depth, but approached as a more casual experiance it's just fine.
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Burokku Girls is a short, mostly linear visual novel with ecchi themes, and an emphasis on women with large breasts. The art is
generally nice, though inconsistent. Music is surprisingly pleasant. Story is generic and honestly kind of dull. Easily the biggest
problem with this game is the pacing, which is incredibly, painfully slow. There is also no option to skip previously read text.

If you are a die-hard fan of ecchi or girls with very large breasts, wait until the game goes on sale or is featured in a bundle.
Otherwise don't bother, there really isn't anything else to see, and at full price even for a fan of this type of game I would not
recommend dropping nine dollars on it.. The mouse company said I would be covered for a year. They voided my warrenty after
this.. I Had lots of fun playing this game !!

The questions and very funny and the endings are EPIC!

Well done dev,i laughed for a good hour. broken menu button ,stuck on tutorial DON'T waste your money its been broken for
months and dev's are not doing a thing to fix it. EARLY ACCESS REVIEW
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. Having a nice rig, this game runs like dog♥♥♥♥♥♥ The stuttering makes this game really unplayable. Another game to put
back on the shelf.. Game Full Of Spamer An lagger That or Pretty Ez to Beat with basic over ALl its a Good Game
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